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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content

Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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alien splatter redux gameplay. alien splatter redux. alien splatter redux. alien splatter redux gameplay. alien splatter redux. alien
splatter redux gameplay

It's fun until it isn't, which is stage 6 where the instant death things start to pile up to absurd amounts, making your life bar
completely moot. Which is a shame, because it's right there, and definitely could've served a purpose.. This game is one of the
best games it's like Contra and the lasers on stage 6 it's like mega man I love 8 bit games 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZh7Uv_zDRI. Awesome Nes-Styled Retro Game, go check it out!. It's pretty fun, looks
and sounds like an authentic 8-bit game but it's pretty damn easy. But for the price I'd still recommend for any fans of the good
ol' NES. 100% Authentic.
100% Soul.

Nice job Dev.
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Awesome Nes-Styled Retro Game, go check it out!. Would become best dude again.

11/10. This game captures the 8-bit style really well. A basic game even to 8-bit standards but quite enjoyable nonetheless. It's a
run and gun side scroller without enemy pop-in.

Pros: Authentic 8-bit vibe, smooth gameplay, satisfying weapons, nice game flow and diverse levels.
Cons: 5 enemies being recycled for the entire game, short (~60 min), not challenging (including boss fights).

Pick this up if you are looking for some basic 8-bit nostalgia but look elsewhere if you want challenging gameplay.. Love these
new retro games this game is all run and gun shoot em up bang bang!! yeaaaahhhhh!!!. This is the best dollar I have ever spent.
This game will provide you with hours of fun.. At first glance, Alien Splatter Redux may look like a generic pseudo-retro action-
platformer. But fortnately, it isn't.

Like Oniken and Odallus: The Dark Call, Alien Splatter Redux is a simple, yet well executed game that would feel at home on
the Famicom in the late 80's. I would call it a mix of Contra, Solbrain/Shatterhand and Gun-Dec/Vice: Project Doom, with the
eventual nod to Ninja Gaiden 2 and Mega Man 2.

For the price, the game is a steal, and if you enjoy 8-bit action-platformers, do yourself a favor and play this game.
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